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Summary 

A convenient one-step method is developed to prepare potentially biocompatible 

nanocapsules (NCs) with a biocompatible oily core (Miglyol 810, M810), a poly(methyl 

methacrylate) (PMMA) shell and a dextran coverage. For that, a multi-reactive dextran 

derivative containing both hydrophobic phenoxy and ATRP initiator groups is used as inisurf 

(macroinitiator and stabilizer) in an Activator Generated by Electron Transfer-Atom Transfer 

Radical Polymerization (AGET-ATRP) miniemulsion process. Such dextran inisurfs are shown 

to efficiently stabilize the direct miniemulsion of MMA with M810 as co-stabilizer, and to 

confine the polymerization at the oil/water interface via their multiple initiator sites. Grafted 

copolymers are produced from the inisurf, whose grafts constitute the inner polymeric shell of 

NCs and are linked to the dextran coverage. The confinement of such polymerization at 

interface is found to reduce initiator group efficiency, but also to improve both polymerization 

kinetics and control in comparison with one molecular model initiator. Increasing M810 content 

promotes the oily core/PMMA shell phase separation during polymerization and the formation 

of slightly larger NCs, without affecting polymerization kinetics. 

 

 

Keywords: Nanoparticle; Polysaccharide; Inisurf; Controlled Radical Polymerization; 

Reversible-Deactivation Radical Polymerization, Poly(methyl methacrylate);  
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1. Introduction 

Nanomedicine research is currently an area of intense scientific interest due to a wide variety 

of potential biomedical applications, particularly in cancer therapies[1, 2]. Indeed the 

development of new drug nanocarriers proposes a solution to the delivery of poor water soluble 

or labile drugs, as well as to their controlled and targeted release[3]. Among the various types 

of nanocarriers, nanocapsules (NCs) are increasingly used[4, 5]. These nano-vesicular systems 

exhibit a typical core-shell structure constituted of a liquid core containing drugs and 

surrounded by a shell acting as a protective membrane. They appear as very promising 

compared to other drug delivery systems because of the versatile character of their inner liquid 

core (oil or water), their reduced polymer content and their high encapsulation efficiency[4, 6]. 

Many techniques have been developed to synthesize NCs[7-9]. The most frequent methods use 

either the hard templating against sacrificial solid particles[10, 11] or soft templates such as 

emulsion droplets, nanoparticles (NPs) or vesicles[4, 12]. However, the tedious procedures 

required to achieve a well-defined morphology for NCs and the involved laborious treatments 

both lead to practical limitations. 

Most recently, other methods were introduced to overcome previous problems such as 

Polymerization-Induced Self-Assembly [13-15] or miniemulsion polymerization [16, 17], 

which has attracted increased attention This technique allows the production of polymeric NCs 

and the incorporation of drug in a single step with high encapsulation efficiency[18, 19]. In 

these systems, polymerization takes place inside the monomer droplet, which makes possible 

the drug encapsulation into the NCs. In addition, one of the major interests of such 

miniemulsion polymerization is its ability to produce nano-objects whose size distribution is 

quite similar to the one of the initial monomer droplets[20]. For that, coalescence can be reduced 

by the addition of a stabilizer during the polymerization[18], while the addition of a compound 

with ultra-low solubility in the continuous phase (called co-stabilizer or hydrophobic agent) 
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avoids monomer diffusion from small to large droplets (Ostwald ripening). In the case of oily 

core NCs, oil is added in the monomer phase and can also acts as co-stabilizer. NCs shell is 

mostly formed during the polymerization stage by phase segregation between the growing 

polymeric shell and the liquid core. Nevertheless, the use of phase segregation is a very delicate 

process, especially when the control of NC morphology is aimed[21, 22]. 

Another method consists to confine the polymerization at the interface using a reactive 

surfactant. The latter contains reactive groups and consequently acts both as stabilizer and 

reactant during the polymerization. Such reactive functionalities can be either initiator or 

transfer agent, resulting in reactive stabilizers called inisurfs or transurfs, respectively. These 

compounds, located at the interface during the polymerization, ensure also the hydrophilic 

coverage of the final NCs, which is very important to ensure their colloidal stability in 

biological medium[23] and to reduce their recognition by the immune system[5]. 

Moreover, the control of the shell thickness of NCs is essential when aiming drug delivery 

system applications, especially for appropriate tuning of the drug release kinetics[24]. To reach 

this shell control within a miniemulsion process, the most attractive technique is to combine the 

use of an inisurf or a transurf with a Reversible-Deactivation Radical Polymerization (RDRP, 

former called Controlled Radical Polymerization)[22, 25, 26]. In this prospect and during the 

polymerization, polymer chains grow from the reactive stabilizer at the miniemulsion droplet 

interface, producing copolymers at this interface. Such copolymers will constitute the NCs with 

a coverage made of the initial reactive surfactant part and a shell produced by the obtained 

polymeric one. With the molecular weight control brought by RDRP, this method offers 

flexibility with regard to NCs morphology (shell thickness, coverage, surface functionalization 

…). Indeed, it has been shown to be quite efficient for the production of NCs with several 

mono-reactive surfactants, either PEO-based inisurfs,[27-29] polymethacrylates-based 

transurfs[30-34] or poly(maleic anhydride)-based transurfs,[22, 35, 36] when using Atom 
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Transfer Radical Polymerization (ATRP) and Reversible Addition−Fragmentation Chain-

Transfer polymerization (RAFT polymerization), respectively. 

In this context, no multi-reactive inisurfs or transurfs have been previously investigated to 

produce NCs by RDRP in miniemulsion. To this goal, multi-reactive inisurfs will be derivated 

from dextran (a biocompatible, neutral and hydrophilic polysaccharide[2]) by the introduction 

of hydrophobic side groups (conferring surfactant properties) as well as ATRP initiator sites 

(Scheme 1). Such derivatives will stabilize the miniemulsion to in fine produce dextran-covered 

NCs for drug delivery. We have already shown that potentially biocompatible NPs can be 

obtained via an ATRP in miniemulsion using no-reactive dextran derivatives as stabilizer, and 

methyl methacrylate (MMA) and Miglyol 810 (M810 used here as co-stabilizer, is a medium-

chain triglyceride widely used in pharmaceutical formulations[37]), as organic compounds 

[38]. Nevertheless, inisurfs have never been employed in such a system. The present study 

explores in depth the control of the AGET-ATRP of MMA in miniemulsion using dextran-

based inisurfs as stabilizers and M810 both as oil and co-stabilizer. Thanks to the 

multifunctionalilty of such inisurfs, grafted copolymers (Dex-g-PMMA) will be synthesized at 

the interface (Scheme 1) to constitute the NCs hydrophilic dextran coverage covalently linked 

to the polymeric shell[39].  

We also aim to demonstrate the versatility of this method to produce NCs with various loading 

capacities by the investigation of the influence of M810 content on the miniemulsion stability, 

on the polymerization control and kinetics, on the NCs morphology as well as on the relative 

amount of dextran derivative in the final objects. 
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of dextran-covered oily-core NCs by an AGET-ATRP of MMA in 

miniemulsion and using a multi-reactive dextran-based inisurf. Zoom on one droplet during 

polymerization. 

 

 

 

2. Experimental  

2.1. Materials and Methods 

Dextran T40 (�̅�𝑛= 34,800 g mol-1 and Ð=1.2; values determined by Size Exclusion 

Chromatography coupled to a Multi-Angle Light Scattering detector (SEC-MALLS) in water 

(0.1M NaNO3)) was purchased from Aldrich. Dextran was dried under reduced pressure at 

100°C overnight for anthrone titration. Ethyl 2-bromoisobutyrate (EiBr), copper dibromide 

(CuIIBr2), ascorbic acid (AA) and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) were purchased 

from Aldrich and used without further purification. Methyl Methacrylate (MMA, 99% Aldrich) 

was vacuum distilled on CaH2. N, N-bis(2-pyridylmethyl)octadecylamine (BPMODA) was 

prepared using literature procedures[40] with slight modifications. Lipophilic Miglyol810 

(M810, d=0.94 g/cm3, viscosity=28 mPa.s at 20°C, water content: 0.02 wt%) was a gift from 

Cremer Oleo Division and used as co-stabilizer without further purification. Phenoxy-modified 

dextrans called DexPτ were synthesized as previously described[38, 41]. Then DexPτ were 

further modified based on our previous work[42, 43] to introduce bromoester groups and thus 

to produce DexPτBrγ[39]. τ and γ are the numbers of P and Br groups per 100 glucopyranosic 
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units, respectively, and were determined by 1H NMR in DMSO-d6. DexPτ and DexPτBrγ were 

both used as stabilizers in the emulsion polymerization. 

 

2.2. Emulsion preparation and AGET ATRP of MMA in miniemulsion 

Typical experimental conditions were as follows: 

[MMA]0/[Br]0/[CuIIBr2/BPMODA]0/[AA]0=X/1/0.5/0.2 (molar ratio), [DexPτ or DexPτBrγ]0 = 

10g/L, DexPτ (or DexPτBrγ) / organic phase (MMA+M810) varying from 3.1 to 21.8 wt% and 

M810/MMA from 5 to 50 vol%. For each experiment, MMA amount was kept constant to 1.1 

mL, M810 volume was adjusted in agreement with the M810/MMA ratio and 1 equivalent of 

BPMODA per CuIIBr2 was used. For example, in case of X= 221, (DexPτ or 

DexPτBrγ)/(MMA+ M810)= 14 wt% and M810/MMA equal to 5 vol%, 150 mg of dextran 

derivative (DexPτ or DexPτBrγ) were dissolved in 15 mL of MilliQ water. The organic phase 

was typically composed of 1.1 mL (10.3 mmol) of MMA, 10.5 mg (0.023 mmol) of BPMODA, 

5.2 mg (0.023 mmol) of CuBr2 and 55 µL of M810(co-stabilizer). This phase was heated (60oC) 

under stirring for 1 hour and homogenized in an ultrasonic bath during 15 min to improve 

catalyst solubilization. For experiment with DexPτ (case of model studies), 7 µL (0.047 mmol) 

of EiBr (MMA/Br= 221) was added into the organic phase, while no EiBr was added in case of 

polymerization from DexPτBrγ or for stability experiments. After stirring for 1 hour at 0-5oC, 

the formed emulsion was quickly sonicated in an ice bath during 2 minutes (51% amplitude 

(power 46 W), pulsed mode) using a Vibra cell™ 75043 (Bioblock Scientific, 750 W max 

power). The resulting miniemulsion was transferred to a round-bottom flask covered with a 

septum and purged with nitrogen during 40 min at 10°C. The reactor was then immersed in a 

thermostated oil bath at the reaction temperature (60°C). Polymerization was started by 

dropwise addition of 0.009 mmol of AA (164 µL of 10 g/L water solution) during 10 minutes. 

To estimate the conversion yield and the evolutions of both particle size and molar masses, 

samples have been taken at different times throughout the reaction (approximately over 2 
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hours). Monomer conversion (x) was determined by 1H NMR in DMSO-d6 according to 

Equation 1 by comparison of (ACH/Ap) ratio at time t with the one at initial time. AP 

corresponded to the area of aromatic protons (between 6.8 and 7.5ppm) and ACH (between 5.5 

and 6.2 ppm) to the two methylene protons of the monomer. 

𝐱 = 𝟏 −
[𝐌]𝐭

[𝐌]𝐨
= 𝟏 −

(𝐀𝐂𝐇/𝐀𝐩)𝐭

(𝐀𝐂𝐇/𝐀𝐩)𝐨
   Eq 1 

 

 

One part of the withdrawn suspension was then kept apart for size measurements, when 

the other part was centrifuged. Recovered NCs were dried under vacuum to remove unreacted 

MMA and then dissolved in THF for SEC-MALLS analysis, whereas the floating was analyzed 

by anthrone titration [39] to estimate the quantity of DexPτ (or DexPτBrγ) remaining in aqueous 

solution. By difference with the initially introduced amount, one can estimate the dextran 

derivative amount at NCs surface.  

2.3. Cleavage of the PMMA grafts from dextran backbone 

To study the PMMA grafts, 50 mg of dried NCs containing DexP-g-PMMA at 

coverage/shell interface was completely degraded using 6 mL of THF/(1M KOH-MeOH) (2/1 

v/v) under stirring at room temperature for 72 h. The recovered mixture was then neutralized 

with 1M HCl. After evaporation of THF and methanol, PMMA chains were solubilized in 

toluene and the solution was filtered in order to remove KCl. PMMA was recovered by 

precipitation with petroleum ether, centrifugation and was then dried overnight under vacuum. 

The recovered PMMA were analyzed by 1H NMR in DMSO-d6 to prove the absence of the 

dextran backbone. The molar masses of PMMA chains and their distribution were also 

characterized by SEC-MALLS in THF. The absence of PMMA chain degradation and the 

stability of the methyl ester of each monomer unit have already been reported under these hard 

basic conditions[42, 44, 45]. 
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2.4. Purification of NCs to extract copper salt 

20 mg of dried NCs were dispersed in 0.5 mL of MilliQ water, then 5 equivalents of 

EDTA per mol of copper in the system were added. The suspension was left under stirring 24 

hours. NCs were then recuperated by centrifugation, washed and finally dried under vacuum. 

15 mg of purified NCs were dispersed in 100 mL of water and 1.5 mL of nitric acid (99%) was 

then added. The copper concentrations, before and after treatment, were measured using a 

Spectrometer ICAP 6000 SERIES with the help of a standard curve previously established with 

known copper concentrations. This Inductively Coupled Plasma-Optical Emission 

Spectrometer is able to measure metal concentrations in the range 0.5-10 ppm in aqueous 

solutions.  

2.5. NCs/droplet size measurements 

Droplet and NCs sizes were measured by dynamic light scattering at low concentration 

using an HPPS instrument from Malvern. Although this apparatus was able to measure 

relatively concentrated samples, we operated with dilute samples by diluting 200 µL of 

emulsions or suspensions in 2 mL of 10-3 M NaCl solution. Measurements were repeated three 

times and average values were given. The deviation remained below 5 nm in all cases and PDI 

values were close to 0.1. 

2.6. Characterizations  

1H NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance 300 apparatus (300.13 MHz, 25°C) 

in DMSO-d6.  

SEC-MALLS analyses of PMMA chains were performed in THF at 40oC using a Waters 515 

HPLC pump equipped with a degazer, a temperature controller and three PLgel 5µm columns 

(100 Å, 1000 Å and 10000 Å, columns (300 x 7.5 mm, P/N 1100-6350, Polymer laboratories)) 

at elution rate 1 mL/min. Two detectors were used online: a MALLS detector (Mini Dawn 

Treos Wyatt -Wyatt Technology Corporation) and a differential refractometry (OPTI Lab rex 
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Wyatt). Solutions (10 mg/mL) were prepared by dissolution in the eluent and were left under 

vigorous stirring for 24 h. Filtration of these solutions was carried out right before injection. 

Refractive index increment (dn/dc) of 0.087 mL.g-1 was used for PMMA in THF. 

Modulated Differential Scanning Calorimetry (MDSC) experiments were conducted on a DSC 

Model Q2000 (TA Instruments, USA). Accurately weighed samples of PMMA/M810 blends(5 

– 10 mg, from 2 to 50 wt.% of M810) were sealed in an aluminium pan and then subjected to 

three heating/cooling cycles in the temperature range of -70 °C – 250 °C with a controlled ramp 

rate of 5°C/min (modulation amplitude ±1°, duration 40 s). The sample cell was constantly 

purged with 50 mL/min of dry nitrogen. First MDSC cycle was used to remove all thermal 

history from the sample. Analysis of the data was performed using Universal® Analysis 2000 

(version 4.5A) software. Glass transition temperature (Tg) of PMMA and eventually melting 

point (Tm) of M810 were identified in the second scan.  

NCs morphology was observed by cryo-Transmission Electron Microscopy (cryo-TEM). The 

vitrification of the samples was carried out in a homemade vitrification system. The chamber 

was held at 22 °C and the relative humidity at 80%. A 5 μL drop of the sample was deposited 

onto a lacey carbon film covered grid (Ted Pella) rendered hydrophilic using an ELMO glow 

discharge unit (Cordouan Technologies). The grid is automatically blotted to form a thin film 

which is plunged in liquid ethane hold at -190 °C by liquid nitrogen. In that way a vitrified film 

is obtained in which the native structure of the NCs is preserved. The grid was mounted onto a 

cryo holder (Gatan 626) and observed under low dose conditions in a Tecnai G2 microscope 

(FEI) at 200 kV. Images were acquired using an Eagle slow scan CCD camera (FEI). For these 

analysis, washed NCs suspension (8 wt.% solid content) was diluted by a factor of 200. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

Dextran-based inisurfs were produced according to previous paper [39]. Such inisurfs, 

called DexPτBrγ, included both several hydrophobic phenoxy groups (P) and some ATRP 
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initiator groups (Br) along their dextran chain (Figure 1). Modification degrees τ and γ are the 

numbers of P and Br groups per 100 glucopyranosic units, respectively. In our  previous 

researches, DexPτBrγ inisurfs with τ equal to or higher than 15 were shown to act both as 

stabilizer and macroinitiator in minimemulsion of n-butyl acrylate by Activator Generated by 

Electron Transfer (AGET)-ATRP [39] to produce dextran-covered NPs. Our objectives here 

were to extend the use of such a multi-reactive inisurf system by using MMA/M810 mixture as 

organic phase. Besides, we investigated how to increase the amount of M810 in order to i) 

produce NCs with PMMA shell and M810 oil core; ii) achieve NCs with high oily core content. 

 

 
Figure 1. Structure of DexPτBrγ inisurf 

 

3.1. Influence of stabilizer and M810 amount on droplets diameter 

At first, oil-in-water nanoemulsions were prepared with an organic phase composed of 

MMA and various amounts of M810, without addition of initiator into the organic phase. By 

this way, we investigated both the efficiency of dextran-based stabilizer for producing 

nanoemulsions and the influence of experimental conditions on the initial droplets size. For 

those assays, DexPτBrγ inisurf was replaced by DexPτ as no-reactive stabilizer, since it has 

been previously shown that the surfactant abilities of both derivatives were quite similar when 

γ remained below 11[39]. We also decided to fix the amount of water and the DexPτ 

concentration but to vary the volumes of MMA and of M810.  

Both types of DexPτ (DexP16 and DexP20) led to very similar results (Figure 2). The 

substitution degrees of DexPτ were sufficient to make them efficient stabilizers for oil-in water 
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emulsions. In addition, for a given amount of M810 in oil phase (5, 25 or 50 vol%), it appeared 

that plotting the droplet diameter as function of the DexPτ/organic phase weight ratio allowed 

one to gather all the experiments onto a single curve (Figure 2). As in our previous studies[38, 

39], the DexPτ /organic phase weight ratio appeared as the relevant parameter to fix the 

nanodroplet diameters in all cases. For example, when 5 vol% of M810 was introduced in the 

organic phase, nanodroplets diameter decreased with increasing DexPτ/organic phase ratio up 

to a critical value (about 10 wt%) as the DexPτ accumulated at the interface increased the 

interfacial area. It levelled off above this critical weight ratio value once the interface was 

saturated and a minimum size of droplets was achieved, in accordance to the energy applied to 

the system [46]. For the higher amounts of M810 in the organic phase (25 and 50 vol%), all the 

experiments fit approximately onto the same curve but the droplet sizes were slightly higher 

compared to those of 5 vol. %. This may be attributed to the lower water interfacial tension for 

MMA compared to M810 (14.3 mN/m at 22.7°C[47] versus 22.5 mN/m at 20°C[48], 

respectively). It appeared only for the highest amount of MMA as previously established for 

another system [49]. 

. 

 
Figure 2. Average droplet diameter versus DexPτ/organic phase weight ratio. Emulsions were 

prepared by the dispersion of organic phase (MMA + M810) into an aqueous solution of DexP20 

(full symbols) or DexP16 (open symbols). M810 amount compared to MMA: (♦) 5 vol.% [38], 

(●)25 vol.% or (▲)50 vol.%. 
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3.2. Miniemulsion polymerization 

As already studied in our previous works[38, 39], activators generated by AGET system were 

employed to overcome the restrictions for the use of CuIBr in dispersed medium (sensible to 

water and to the air). For that, more stable CuIIBr2 was employed and in situ reduced by the 

addition of AA as reducing agent during polymerization. Experimental conditions were the 

same as those previously optimized [38], i.e. reaction was carried out at 60°C with a 

[Br]0/[CuIIBr2/BPMODA]0/[AA]0 molar ratio equal to 1/0.5/0.2 and stabilizer concentration 

equal to 10 g/L. Here, our aims were first to compare our model results using DexPτ as stabilizer 

and ethyl 2-bromoisobutyrate (EiBr) as model initiator with the use of DexPτBrγ as inisurf. We 

have compared two inisurfs (DexP18Br2.3 and DexP20Br6.6) as well as investigated the effect of 

the amount of M810 co-stabilizer inside the initial organic phase, from 5 to 50 vol% compared 

to MMA (Table 1). 

Table 1. AGET-ATRP miniemulsion polymerization of MMA at 60°C using DexPτBrγ as 

inisurf (or DexP20 as stabilizer) with [DexPτBrγ (or DexPτ)]=10g/L, 

[Br]0/[CuIIBr2/BPMODA]0/[AA]0=1/0.5/0.2 and 1.1 mL of MMA. 

Run 
DexPτBrγ 

(or DexPτ) 
/organic 

phase  

(wt. %) 

M810/MMA 

Ratio 
(vol. %) 

Inisurf or 
Stabilizer 

DexPτBrγ 

(or DexPτ) 
adsorbed (%) 
(a) 

[MMA]0/[Br]0=X (b) Nano-objects diameter (nm)(c) wt.% 

of 
NCs(d) After 

degassing 
(t0) 

After 

10min 
(t1) 

Final 

0 14 5 DexP20 71 221 185 111 131 7.0 

1 14 5 DexP18Br2,3 83 690 200 101 111 7.4 

2 14 5 DexP20Br6,6 95 221 269 91 100 7.5 

3 12 25 DexP20Br6,6 98 214 129 113 125 8.8 

4 10 50 DexP20Br6,6 97 216 138 130 131 10.2 

aRelative amount (molar %) in NCs obtained after polymerization. Expressed as function of the initially introduced 

DexPτBrγ (or DexP20) and measured by UV after reaction with anthrone (see experimental part). 
b Initial molar ratio in the organic phase. In all cases, except for run 0, it was estimated with the real amount of 

DexPτBrγ at the interface evaluated in (a) and supposing all the bromoester groups are accessible for 

polymerization. 
c Average nano-objects diameter measured by DLS (see experimental). PDI below 0.1.  
d Estimated in dispersion on 100% conversion 

 

3.2.1 Relative amount of dextran derivatives adsorbed at miniemulsion interface 
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In each case the amount of dextran derivative (DexPτ or DexPτBrγ) in the final nano-

objects was determined by an indirect method and expressed as a relative % of the stabilizer 

initially introduced. For that the quantity of stabilizer remaining in the aqueous phase after 

polymerization was evaluated by titration using anthrone method [32]. 

In case of the inisurf systems, DexPτBrγ was adsorbed at the organic phase/water 

interface during the initial stage of the polymerization and initiated the polymerization from its 

own initiator groups located onto its backbone. The generated grafts constituted the final NCs 

shell. Thus, the DexPτBrγ initially adsorbed at the interface became irreversibly anchored in 

the final nano-objects and both quantities were considered as similar. Then, the initial MMA/Br 

molar ratio (called X in Table 1) can be evaluated from the amount of DexPτBrγ adsorbed at 

the interface, assuming all the bromoester groups are available for polymerization. As shown 

in Table 1, 83% of the initially introduced DexP18Br2.3 (run 1) or about 95% of DexP20Br6.6 

(runs 2-4) were located at the interface. These values were higher than the one obtained for the 

model system (run 0, Table 1). That is certainly due to the presence of Br groups, which should 

increase the amount of dextran derivative initially adsorbed at the emulsion interface and thus, 

the one in the final NCs (Table 1, runs 0-4). Having most of the inisurfs initially located at the 

organic phase/water interface was very convenient to prevent micelle formation in aqueous 

medium and thus homogeneous nucleation. In addition, the low solubility and the instability of 

Cu(I) in water leading to unreactive copper complexes should limit the homogeneous nucleation 

in our system. 

 

3.2.2 Inisurf versus Model systems 

At first, polymerization kinetics were compared between model and inisurf systems with 

5 vol% of M810 in the organic phase (Figure 3, runs 0-2 in Table 1). For the lowest MMA/Br 

molar ratio (X = 221), the kinetics semilogarithmic plot was linear up to more than 50% of 

conversion for the model system (Table 1-run 0) and 80 % of conversion for the inisurf system 
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(Table 1-run 2). After those limit conversion the control of the polymerization was partially 

lost. When comparing model and inisurf systems, polymerization is faster in the last case 

despite a delay phenomenon. This faster kinetics has previously been observed for 

polymerization of n-butylacrylate in miniemulsion with hexadecane as stabilizer, and was 

attributed to an interfacial phenomenon linked either to the higher vicinity of the polar medium 

or to a segregation effect at nanodroplet interface similarly to the one observed in very small 

nanodroplets[50, 51]. As MMA volume was maintained constant to 1.1 mL for all the 

experiments, X was then varied with the inisurf, which influenced the number of initiator groups 

into the medium, resulting in higher X for run 1, compared to run 2 (Table 1). As expected, 

higher X resulted in a slower polymerization rate but still with a linear kinetics semilogarithmic 

plot at low conversion. 

As in our previous studies with model system[38, 39], latexes obtained after 

polymerization with inisurfs were very stable without any visible phase separation. Depending 

on the experimental conditions, the solid content in the final dispersion was calculated on the 

basis of 100% conversion and varied between about 7 to 10 wt% (Table 1). 

Final NCs diameters were slightly lower than those of the initial nano-droplets and very 

similar to those of nano-objects obtained after 10 min of polymerization, i. e. after complete 

addition of AA (Table 1). The PDI below 0.1 ascertain the relative homogeneity of the 

distribution (data confirmed by granulometry but not shown here). This result proved the ability 

of M810 as co-stabilizer to enable oil dispersion and also to limit Ostwald ripening. Indeed 

larger sizes were initially observed for the minemulsion and arose from the imperfect solubility 

of the initial catalytic system (CuIIBr2/BPMODA) in the initial organic phase, i. e. before AA 

addition, when 5 vol% of M810 was added as co-stabilizer[38].Therefore, the presence of 

CuIIBr2/BPMODA in the initial organic phase apparently resulted in the formation of larger 

nanodroplets (average diameter of 150 nm or 270 nm, Table 1 runs 0-2) compared to the values 
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measured for similar emulsion without catalyst during stability studies (about 100 nm, Figure 

2), due to the presence of a few catalyst aggregates, which increases the average size measured 

by DLS. Thus,  as already discussed in previous papers with similar catalytic systems [38, 39], 

after AA addition, the average diameter of nano-objects decreased due to the reduction of 

CuIIBr2 into CuIBr helping the catalyst solubilisation and the NCs size remained constant 

throughout all the process.  

 

Figure 3. Conversion (full symbols) and ln([M]0/[M]t ) (open symbols) versus time. AGET-

ATRP of MMA in miniemulsion at 60°C. [MMA]0/[Br]0/[CuIIBr2/BPMODA]0/[Ascorbic 

acid]0= X/1/0.5/0.2, M810/MMA = 5 vol.%. See table 1 for X and other conditions. [DexP𝜏 or 

DexP𝜏Br𝛾] = 10 g/L. (●) Run 0, DexP20 as stabilizer, EiBr as initiator, X=221 (♦) Run 1, 

DexPBr18Br2.3, X=690, (▲) Run 2, DexPBr20Br6.6, X=221.  

 

3.2.3 Effect of Miglyol 810 content  

Our final aim was to prepare PMMA NCs with higher M810 content to evaluate the 

versatility of the process. For that, several AGET-ATRP were performed with the most efficient 

inisurf (DexP20B6.6) and with various amounts of M810, all other parameters being the same. 

The first effect of increasing the M810 amount inside the organic phase was observed on 

the solubility of the ATRP catalytic system (CuIIBr2/BPMODA) in the initial organic phase. 

The hydrophobic character of M810 favored the solubility of the initial catalyst, so the 

homogeneity of the initial polymerization solutions increased with the M810/MMA volume 

ratio in the initial organic phase. Complete solubility is almost achieved with 50 vol% of M810. 
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Indeed, the difference between the average nanodroplets diameter (before AA addition) and 

those of nano-objects after 10 min of polymerization was progressively reduced when 

M810/MMA ratio increased from 5 to 50 vol% (runs 2- 4, Table 1), which again strengthen our 

hypothesis that this difference arose from imperfect solubility of the catalyst. 

The second effect is a slight increase of the nanodroplets/NCs average diameter when 

increasing M810 content from 5 vol% to 50 vol% (runs 2-4, Table1). Indeed, from one 

experiment to another, the amount of MMA was kept constant to 1.1 mL and M810 volume 

was adjusted to attain the expected M810/MMA volume ratio. Consequently, 

DexPτBrγ/organic phase wt% slightly decreased when increasing M810 volume. This was 

consistent with the idea that it was the driving parameter for nanodroplets/NCs size. 

Nonetheless, increasing the amount of M810 has no effect on latex stability despite the increase 

of the final solid content. In addition, all the oil was encapsulated even for the highest proportion 

of M810. 

Concerning kinetics, the conversion evolved very similar whatever the amount of M810 

(Figure 4a). Indeed, even the inhibition period was very reproducible. This delay was present 

for the experiment with the other inisurf (run 1, Table 1 and Figure 3) and has never been 

observed for the model system (run 0, Table 1 and Figure 3)[38]. Thus, it was doubtful that it 

came from a degazing problem. Most likely this delay arose from the higher difficulty to initiate 

the interfacial polymerization from those multi-reactive inisurfs. Contrariwise it was quite 

surprising that the amount of M810 has no effect on the polymerization rate. Experimental 

conditions including initial [MMA]0/[Br]0 ratio (X) being similar for all experiments, it was 

expected that increasing the hydrophobic content would result in a diminution of reaction rate 

because of the decrease of medium polarity as usually observed for ATRP[45]. Nevertheless, 

the presence of high amount of M810 improved catalyst solubility, as highlighted above, and 

consequently, increased the proportion of effective copper into the droplets, which resulted in 
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faster polymerization kinetics. As a consequence, this factor may offset the previously expected 

polarity effect. 

Finally, no effect of the amount of M810 was also observed on the amount of inisurf in 

the final NCs, and more than 95 % of the initially introduced DexP20B6.6 insurf was recovered 

in the final NCs. As already explained above, the covalent linkage generated during 

polymerization between the inisurf and PMMA grafts, which constituted the inner shell of the 

final NCs, prevented its elimination from the NCs, even for the lowest amount of M810. 

 
Figure 4. AGET-ATRP of MMA in miniemulsion at 60°C using DexP20Br6.6 as inisurf and 

increasing amounts of M810 as co-stabilizer. [DexP20Br6.6]= 10 g/L. 

[MMA]0/[Br]0/[CuIIBr2/BPMODA]0/[AA]0= X/1/0.5/0.2. See Table 1 for X and other 

conditions. (▲) Run 2, 5 vol.% M810, X=221, (♦) Run 3, 25 vol.% M810, X=214 (●) Run 4, 

50 vol.% M810, X=216. a) Conversion (full symbols) and ln([M]0/[M]t ) (open symbols) versus 

time. b) Evolution of experimental �̅�𝑛 (full symbols), theoretical �̅�𝑛 with X=221 (dotted line) 

and dispersity (Đ = �̅�𝑤/�̅�𝑛) (open symbols) versusconversion. 

 

3.2.4 Polymerization control and initiator efficiency  

The last point to check concerning the control of this polymerization was the analysis of the 

grafted copolymers (Dextran-g-PMMA) that were in situ generated by polymerization initiated 

from the inisurf. As in our previous studies[39], no PMMA homopolymer could be detected or 

extracted from the final NCs, which was consistent with the absence of any notable transfer 

reactions. To get further insight, we decided to deliberately cleave the PMMA grafts from the 

dextran backbone. To that goal, NCs were treated under basic conditions adapted from our 

previous studies[44, 45]. It had already been shown that the treatment was unharmful for 
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PMMA grafts. After total cleavage, PMMA chains were recovered and analyzed by SEC-

MALLS to evaluate their molar masses distribution all along polymerization kinetics (Figure 

5). SEC chromatograms at different conversions exhibited almost monomodal distributions, 

except for the highest conversion (93%), where one little pic was observed at lower masses. 

The presence of this small lower masses peak at 93 % of conversion on SEC traces could be 

attributed to the very beginning of termination reactions by disproportionation, which was 

consistent with the previous kinetics plot. The experimental average molecular masses M̅nof 

the grafts evolved linearly with conversion until 90% of conversion (Figure 4b) without any 

appearance of noticeable transfer or termination reaction. In addition Dispersity (Ð) remained 

considerably below 1.1 during the polymerization. All these results proved the control of the 

polymerization almost until the highest conversions.  

Furthermore experimental M̅nare considerably higher than the theoretical ones (calculated with 

the adjusted value of X = [MMA]0/[Br]0 =221). The comparison between experimental and 

theoretical M̅nof PMMA grafts (Figure 4b) allowed us to evaluate an average initiator efficiency 

for the inisurf DexP20Br6.6. This efficiency corresponded to the inverse of the slope, i. e. 54%. 

It meant that only half of the initial bromoester groups of DexP20Br6.6, which was located at the 

interface, effectively participated in the chains growth. This value appeared to be the same 

whatever the M810 content, unlike the high efficiency obtained with EiBr in the model studies 

at least at the beginning of the polymerization conversion[38]. This lower initiator efficiency 

with the inisurf system could be attributed to a limited accessibility of some initiator sites not 

located at the interface with the organic phase, depending on the inisurf conformation, which 

were not able to initiate polymerization. 

Even though the initiator efficiency is reduced by a factor two, the improvement of the control 

of polymerization was remarkable compared to the model kinetics obtained with EiBr where 

transfer reactions appeared above 60% of conversion[38]: polymerization seems to be quite 
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controlled until more than 80% of conversion, which was considerably above the usual limit 

conversion obtained for those type of systems. Indeed the confinement of the polymerization at 

the surface of the emulsion nanodroplet and the big spacing between the initiator sites (i. e. 

growing sites), due to the low number of active ones, certainly contributed to improve the 

polymerization as already proved for another surface initiated system[52]. 

 

 
Figure 5. SEC traces (Refractive Index detector) of PMMA grafts versus conversion (indicated 

on curves). These PMMA grafts were recovered from basic treatment of NCs obtained by 

AGET-ATRP of MMA in miniemulsion at 60°C using DexP20Br6.6 as stabilizer and 25 vol.% 

of M810 as co-stabilizer (Run 3, Table 1).  

 

3.3 NCs morphology 

3.3.1MDSC analysis of PMMA/M810 binary mixtures 

As the expected core-shell structure formation during polymerization is also based on phase 

segregation between PMMA growing chains (constituting polymeric shell) and M810 (the oily 

core), we decided to firstly check the PMMA/M810 miscibility. To this goal, the influence of 

M810 content (2-50 wt.%) on the glass transition temperature (Tg) of PMMA/M810 binary 

mixtures was assessed by MDSC analysis (Figure 6a). Increasing the oil content up to 11 wt.% 

resulted in a gradual decrease of the Tg as compared to bulk PMMA (evaluated at 108 °C). 

MDSC thermograms indicated total miscibility of two components in this range since a single 
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glass transition endothermic event was encountered. Above 11 wt.%, PMMA Tg no longer 

decreased and MDSC thermograms showed an additional melting peak. PMMA/M810 mixtures 

were thus two-phase systems with both: i) a plasticized amorphous phase composed by PMMA 

and 11 wt.% of M810 (Tg = 77.5 °C) and ii) a pure M810 liquid phase exhibiting one melting 

transition (Tm = -4°C). To summarize, PMMA/M810 miscibility was limited to 11 wt/% of 

M810 and core-shell nano-structures could be in principle obtained with oil contents above this 

value (Figure 6b). In addition MDSC thermograms of dried NCs obtained with 25 vol.% and 

50 vol.% of M810 in the organic phase corroborated these results and confirmed polymer/oil 

phase separation of these miniemulsion recipes during polymerization.  

 

 

Figure 6. Nano-objects morphological characterizations. a) PMMA Tg in PMMA/M810 binary 

mixtures as a function of M810 wt.%, b) Predicted nano-objects morphology and composition 

at total conversion as a function of M810 wt.%. c and d) Cryo-TEM micrographs of NCs 

prepared with DexP20Br6.6 as stabilizer and 25 vol.% of M810 in the initial organic phase (run 

3, Table 1) under c) low and d) high beam exposure.  
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3.3.2Cryo-TEM observations 

To further prove the oily-core/polymeric shell morphology, final NCs were visualized by 

cryogenic-Transmission Electron Microscopy (cryo-TEM). Micrographs obtained for run 3 

(Table 1) at 93% of conversion (Figure 6, c and d) show spherical nano-objects, whose sizes 

were in close agreement with hydrodynamic diameters measured by DLS. Unfortunately, the 

contrast between plasticized PMMA and M810 phases was not sufficient enough to clearly 

differentiate NCs structure under normal low-dose beam conditions even at high defocus 

(Figure 6c). Nevertheless, upon high-intensity exposure to the microscope electron beam, the 

NCs oily core is more sensitive to irradiation damage making visible the internal liquid cavity 

(Figure 6d). These observations directly provided an evidence of core-shell structure. Once 

again, this confirmed the absence of homogeneous and micellar nucleations during 

polymerization as pure PMMA NPs were not detected at high conversion. 

 

3.4 NCs purification 

Adverse health effects of residual copper catalyst can reduce the quality and usefulness of nano-

objects prepared by AGET-ATRP, especially in biomedical field. We have already shown that 

copper catalyst can be efficiently removed from PMMA model NPs (prepared with DexP/EiBr 

system) by treatment with EDTA (a strong chelating agent) resulting in about 160 ppm of 

residual copper in purified NPs[38]. In a parallel study, similar treatment resulted in 15 ppm of 

residual copper for purified dextran-covered PLA shell NCs obtained by an emulsion-

evaporation method coupled with an in situ click Cu(I)-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition 

(CuAAC) reaction occurring at liquid/liquid interface[9]. 

To check these results in the case of the present inisurf systems, dextran-covered PMMA shell 

NCs obtained from DexP20Br6.6 with 5 vol% of M810 in the organic phase (run 2, Table 1 - 

carried out with 0.5 wt.% of CuIIBr2 related to MMA) were submitted to a similar purification 

procedure. Extraction with EDTA (~5 equivalents per copper mole) solution for 24 hours 
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removed more than 90% of copper catalyst remaining inside NCs after polymerization (about 

20-25% of the initial copper amount). Copper final amount inside nanocapsules was evaluated 

to about 100 ppm. This corresponds to a concentration of copper in solution below 0.01 mg per 

ml, with a solid contend of the final NCs solution below 10 wt%. Knowing that halogenated 

cooper solution containing 0.4 ml of copper per ml are authorized for intravenous 

administration [53], residual copper amount could be acceptable for pharmaceutical use, know 

that the solution can be diluted. In addition, according to the requirements of final application, 

additional purification steps could be implemented to further reduce the copper content.  

 

4 Conclusion 

The potential of a new strategy to prepare dextran-covered nano-capsules (NCs) containing 

biocompatible oil was studied, in the view of controlling their morphology. For that, 

multifunctional inisurf based on dextran were used as both stabilizer and macroinitiator in 

miniemulsion AGET-ATRP of methyl methacrylate (MMA) in the presence of Miglyol 810 

(M810) as co-stabilizer and oil content, to produce dextran-covered PMMA shell/oily core NCs. 

The inisurf to organic phase weight ratio appeared as the relevant critical parameter to fix the 

nanodroplets diameter. Moreover, we have shown that initiator groups were effectively 

available at oil/water interface for reacting with monomer and thus for initiating the 

polymerization. A good control over MMA AGET-ATRP was evidenced with inisurf until 

more than 80% of conversion in some case, as well as a good stability of the latex for final solid 

content up to 10 wt%. NCs final size could be controlled by the one of initial emulsion 

nanodroplets. The inisurf conformation at droplets interface induced some confinement, which 

seemed both to reduce by half the number of initiator groups effectively available for 

polymerization but also to improve the polymerization control compared to the model initiator 

EiBr. Increasing M810 amount up to 50 vol % compared to MMA in the initial organic phase 

allowed the preparation of NCs with slightly larger sizes between 100 and 130 nm without any 
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change in initiator group’s efficiency or in polymerization kinetics. Furthermore high M810 

content is also necessary to encourage the formation of an oily-core/PMMA shell morphology 

by phase segregation during polymerization.  

Under used formulation conditions, most of the initial inisurf amount was adsorbed at NCs 

surface due to the covalent linking of reactive inisurfs to NCs polymeric shell, preventing the 

need of additional washings of final objects and improving latex stability. The overall results 

showed the interest of the present strategy for the preparation of potentially biocompatible 

dextran-covered nanocarriers. For that, the drug should be loaded after NCs purification, e.g.- 

by supercritical fluid impregnation. Nevertheless other complementary studies would be 

necessary to determine the real potential of such NCs for drug delivery applications as well as 

to investigate in depth their morphological characteristics. In the next future, the possibility of 

extending this strategy from AGET-ATRP to one Reversible Addition-Fragmentation chain 

Transfer (RAFT) polymerization will also be studied to prevent the use of copper catalyst. 
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